Words the LORD spoke, with concern and as warning
As written down by one of His disciples

For years people hear and read the Holy Word without advancing even one step,
while imagining how elevated they are, since they are permitted to hear and know all
these things, not realizing that they are completely stagnant.
This must change! Hearing and reading of the Holy Word alone becomes stale and
routine -as everything does in the long run, and everyone will become a believer from
habit, a listener from habit, just as it has happened with all church believers.
The Holy Word does not permit this! It must be l i v e d , or it will be taken away in one
way or another. If this does not change it will be y o u who will be taken away. You will
have missed everything and you can take nothing earthly with you, not a penny. Keep
this in your mind always.
Certainly, you must respect and cultivate it ( earthly goods -tr) and always prove diligent,
but first and foremost you must fulfill your task in the Sacred Cause.
There is no one on earth who can act on behalf of me. Therefore, do not pay attention
to anyone’s person. You have only o n e master: your I n t u i t i v e P e r c e p t i o n.
You must work in purity and self-reliance; for your guides are at your side, willing to
help, at all times, especially where the Sacred Cause is concerned, for anything else,
as well. Pay attention to this. Everything is guided from above via your intuitive
perception.. Your thoughts are the channels to and from your brain. You only have
to pay attention.
Your solar plexus will not let you rest. It is one and the same as your intuitive sense.
In the same way, your innate longing will not let you rest!
Pay attention to each other, speak to each other and you will come closer together.
Thus, driven by need and in recognition, small groups will form among you who quietly
will come close to me.
I promised to help you, but you must meet me with your volition in action. Only in this
way will you show your genuineness. In this way you will be part of the few whom I will
one day raise up into my realm. Those are the chosen ones. Consider that the way
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things are now, everything regresses because of stagnation! The Holy Word does not
allow for this, not one second. Therefore, l i v e and build, people, for only a short
time longer. Help each other, work together, be very, very honest to each other, you are
all from the same stock. No one is above another where fulfillment is concerned. Earthly
position must be of no consequence, just as it is of no consequence at the time of death.
There is deep meaning in : Your works will follow you!
You must form 2 groups:
One which will see to the spreading of the Message. This is the largest group which is to
always point to the Mountain where Peace and Beauty must reign. People coming to the
Mountain must see this, must see your exemplary conduct. In e v e r y way, in your
speech, in your actions. It is supreme law. Otherwise, woe be to you! Penetration of the
Word depends on it. You must live in an impeccable manner, as you vowed to do.
Remember, the approaching crowds are in your hands.
Cast out all who are not genuine, primarily from the first group which is the largest
in number, making it easy for some to hide among the many that are evil. I say:
Pay heed! Be alert!
I never wanted to be worshipped. Only flatterers and cajolers act thus. Objectivity is the
right way. All of you are servants of the MOST HIGH! As I am also!
Discuss everything among yourselves, with every class being represented. For, the
largest numbers are in the middle class . The upbuilding therefore applied to the middle
class.
The second group appears to be almost separate from the first because of its task,
which is one of the hardest, yet the finest: to amplify my written Word, far and wide.
Much can be written from every sentence. Make the effort. Apply yourselves.
I have touched on everything, so that you will be able to progress.. Combine everything
in pictures and in written works and you will continually gain new recognitions because
I stand behind you, giving and compelling!
Some of you are to write things down. Those of you that are of the special spiritual
school and vibrate in Love. That which has been transmitted must be cultivated, must
never be allowed to lie idle. It is the task of the second group to quietly work on this and
to help the first-named group.
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I, myself, will remain with you for 40 more years, in order to teach you about how
everything works and weaves in accordance with the Laws here and in the beyond.
You must work together quietly and with total trust since your crown is in giving
constantly.
The Holy Word must never become routine, because It l i v e s ! So, there will always
be new things added through the activity of the second group which will receive. Pay
attention to this!
Furthermore: Everyone must develop and educate himself to such a point that, when he
leaves this earth, he can be accepted and integrated as a useful link in the beyond.
Therefore, everyone should reflect, while here on earth, on what he will do in the
beyond. Otherwise he will waste much time, since everyone will receive his assignment
in accordance with what he shows himself to be capable of doing and according to the
love he put into it. This is how he lives in the beyond and this is how he will find it.

Note: This manuscript is undated – the author is not mentioned, but seems to be one of
the people who lived on the Mountain while the Lord was there, and wrote down words
He spoke to those around Him.
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